People TV Program Standards
All programs MUST include an opening and a closing with graphics at the beginning of the program with the
program name or a title screen and graphics (credits) that end the program.
***Program

Credits & Program Disclaimer***

Producer Credits
All credits must be at the beginning and end of every program. The producer credit is to read:
“Produced by John Q. Producer who is solely responsible for the content of this program.”
For an Organizational Producer, the credit should read:
“Produced by the Whatsit Organization which is solely responsible for the content of this program.”
The final credit on the Program: if any part ofthe program was produced using People TV facilities or
equipment, the final credit must read:
Produced Through the Facilities of
People TV, Inc.
Atlanta, GA
(Followed by the year)
Opinions expressed in this program do not
necessarily reflect those of People TV.
Please make sure program each week has acceptable 1) length (TRT 28:30 or 58:30), 2) video quality, and
3)two-channel audio levels.
We broadcast in 4:3 aspect ratio but if you have taped in 16:9, you may provide program in letter-boxed
format. Please make sure all parts of the program are clearly audible using microphones with direct feed.
Please clearly label all parts of the DVD and case – including 1) front of case, 2) Please use episode #s on your
program. PLEASE DO NOT PLACE ADHESIVES ON DISCS!!!
See the following example:
The Way of Life Show Saturday, June 25, 10:30pm
Program #0001-9999 (One to four digit episode #s)
“The Resurrection Part 1” TRT 28:30 or 58:30

Please deliver your program 1 (one) week before your airtime with one program per DVD. If your program is
delivered late, there is not a guarantee that the most current one will air.
Should your program not be ready in time, call/email us before the deadline and provide the episode number of
the backup program you would like to air.
If your program misses any of the traffic requirements, we will air a backup program or we may have to air
another program if the particular problem is not able to be corrected.
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